Questions and answers received regarding grant application:

1. Can I add a table of contents prior to the narrative and will it be counted as a page of the narrative?
Answer: Yes, you can add a table of contents prior to the narrative and no it will not be counted
as part of the 10 page maximum narrative.
2. Is it acceptable to list supporting documents as addenda and list those documents and pictures in
the table of contents?
Answer: Yes.
3. Please define "advantageous markets".
Answer: Advantageous markets would be not only markets that support agriculture but also create
agricultural jobs.
4. With regards to Part G (Personnel Qualifications) of the grant application, are you looking for a 1-2
page resume for each one of the principal investigators and major project participants to be included
in the Narrative or 1-2 pages for all?
Answer: 1 page resume for each one of the principal investigators and major project participants
is what we are looking for. They can be added as appendices & do not need to be part of
the narrative.
5. The application guidelines for the Agriculture Development Program indicate that the Narrative
Section is limited to 10 pages. Which sections are included as part of the narrative (A-G)?
Answer: Yes, A-G but if you want to have part G used as an appendix you can. That way you can
have more space to write within A-F for the 10 page limit of the narrative section.
6. Can an organization apply for multiple $15,000 grants?
Answer: Section 1.2 Availability in the Application Guidelines states that “the maximum amount
of funding an applicant may apply for is $15,000.” Because this maximum is applied to
the applicant and not the project, the maximum an applicant may apply for is $15,000
regardless of how many projects are included in the application.
7. Is a County considered a Municipality?
Answer: Yes, a County is considered a Municipality.

